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Parking patrollers
to open ticketing
season this week.
traffic such as a driveway.
Carpenter said tickets will
be given to violators if legal
Students who have gotten parking spaces are still availaway with parking i11egally able. She said temporary
during add/drop at UCF will parking lot 100, located near
start receiving tickets again the scholarship house, is the
this week.
last resort suggested to the
The parking and traffic de- frustrated student. ''The purpartment had been more leni- pose of ticketing is to make
ent last week about illegal sure all legal parking spaces
parking due to the scarcity of are utilized/' Carpenter said.
spaces.
Carpenter said, "Once you
According to Ina Carpenter, have lost control [of campus
manager of the department, parking] it is hard to regain
people parking illegally once control." She says her departlate registration and add/drop ment has already attempted
have ended will be ticketed. to control the parking overflow
Late registration and add/ situation. They have roped off
drop ended Friday.
sandy areas on campus such
Violators who park in a no as the area near the art comparking zone will receive a five plex.
dollar ticket. If violators obThe decision to expand or to
struct traffic, they will receive establish new parking areas
a 15 do Har ticket. The parking can only be decided by the
patroller will determine if a parking and traffic advisory
vehicle is oostructing traffic.
committee. This committee is
Julio Pagan, parking pa- not scheduled to meet until
troller, said it is easy to deter- early September. Carpenter
mine if a vehicle is obstructing says the committee can meet
by Jamie Carte
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Students, faculty and staff unable to find unoccupied parking spaces anywhere on campus turned
to empty fields and sandy lots during add/drop last week.

earlier if the situation is urgent.
The mandatory parking
sticker policy will go into full
free on ept. 5. One e ception
to the normal ticketing policy
involves parkinglot four, located near the health center.
Carpenter said since the lot
was changed over the summer

Altman to -alumni:
· UCF can't relax,
must look ahead
i

agement program in the
country,"
President Steven Altman told the UCF Al trnan said
i
Alumni Association he is prpud of what has by way of
already been accomplished at the university, example.
but no one can afford to relax.
Altman
"We've really achieved a lot, but I've been also said he
asking people not to wallow in the past," wants to exAltman told the more than 100 alumni as- pand sponTom WebaterJCENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
sembled at the Omni International Hotel for sored
research
at
the
Altman
said UCF must keep
Friday's UCForum.
univ
er
sit
Y
planning
for the future.
Altman, who replaced former President
Trevor Colbourn in July, said he wants to make from the current level of $26 million per year to
. UCF one of the pre-eminent urban institutions $75 million annually, the level the top universi> in the nation.
ties in the nation reach.
To accomplish this, Altman said, UCF
"We're going to see ourselves as competing
should add new programs and strengthen exist- with the best," Altman said.
"We can do all this in a matter of years, not
ing ones where UCF has an advantage.
"We ought to have the best hospitality man- decades."
by Eric Dentel

""
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from main]y student to all fac- illegally have their own solu~
ulty/staff, sticker violations tions to the parking problem.
will be treated with "some
Computer engineering major Rob Speicher said, "The
degree of leniency."
Pagan said that until fur- freshmen should be required
ther notice from the parking to park at McDonald's." Jim
and traffic department, only McDonough, a sophomore
warnings will be given to business major, said freshmen
sticker violators in lot four.
should not be allowed to park
Students who have parked on the main campus.

The best of the worst:
Registration horrors
Just when you thought it·
was time to forget about the
exasperation and aggravation
brought about by registration,
along comes The Central Florida Future Registration Horror Story Contest!
That's right! By combining
recitation and recreation with
the frustration of registration,
we've created a sensation
that's sweeping the nationmaybe all of creation!
Send us your examples of
the worst that the UCF registration process has to offer the indignities, delays, heartbreaks, shame, humiliation,
boneheadedness ... Well, you
get the idea.
The contest is open to everyone from freshmen to grad
students - and it does not
have to be just about this
year's registration. Ex-stU:-

dents and alumni are welcome
to contribute to the story file as
well.
Send your horror stories to:
The Horror, The Horror
clo The Future
P.O. Box 25000
Orlando, Fl 32816
We'll print excerpts from
the best entries in o~r Sept. 5
issue.
The very best (or very worst,
depending on your point of
view) tale of tyranny and terror will win some poor soul
$20.

, Police charge campUs visitor with m8rijuana possession
by Dave Schlenker
CONFETTI EDITOR

.~

Possession. An Orlando man was arrested and
charged with possession of marijuana under 20
grams and possession of drug paraphernalia on
campus Wednesday.
Walter L. Shorter, 27, is not a student, the incident
report revealed.
. According to UCF Sgt. Tom Gorbas, Shorter was
observed by campus police in a parking lot near the

Administration Building rolling and then smoking a
marijuana cigarette in his car.
Unauthorized Soliciting. A man was issued a
trespass warningThursday, after he was found soliciting beauty products in Brevard Hall, reports said.
Michael Fisher, 30, told authorities he was selling
products for La Image Inc., a health and beauty salon
in Orlando.
Fisher was told if he wanted to solicit on campus,
he would have to get approval from the director of
personnel. He was then escorted to the city bus stop

in front of the administration building and was observed leaving, the report said.
Missing Student. Friends and family of registered UCF student Breit Gamer said tbe 21-year-old
is still missing. There has been no new information
about the case since Gamer phoned his father Aug.
21. .

The call lasted'three minutes and Gamer gave no
indication ofhis location, his father said. Friends and
family said the tone of the call leads them.to believe
foul play is involved:

.
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Are you worried about gettting to

•

the BCC Game? Well, don't worry

•

because...
•

STUDENT GOVERNMENT is

KNIGHTS -

offering FREE BUS RIDES ! ·
•

ALSO tickets to the game will be

•

available at the KIOSK and at

•
•

the gate. ·B ut hurry, because
there is a im1ted supply!

•

•

•

..
•

BIKE AUCTION
Wednesday, August 30
10atn-2pID
·On the Student Center Green

•
•
•

This auction is open to
all students interested in
buying or selling bikes.

•

..
•

Sponsored by the KIOSK and STUDENT GOVERNMENT

•

•
. .. . .. . .

~

•

•

•

•

•

j

••

•

.
'

•

•

•

'
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SEE
WHOLESALE TO THE PUBLIC
•
•••"JOE"
•
366·7 432
••
••
••
MARATTA AUTO SALES
•
•
•

.••
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•GRADUATING?
The deadline for filing intent to graduate forms for fall
1989 is Sept. 1.

•• HRS: 10-7 MON. - SAT.
•
SUN BY APPT ONLY •
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

• NATIONAL SERVICE?
(CPS) Students may be encouraged to volwiteerfor some

2953 ALFAYA TRAIL

2 miles north of UCF College

:

SPECIAL DISCOUNT W/ STUDENT OR FACULTY l.D.

•

MINIMUM'100 OFF "COUPON SPECIA'l"

•••
••

~=====rr=s=A=s=E=A=s=Y=A=s=~~2~~~!~!=====~~~d~~~ 00 ~~~~J~
GENTLY USED FURNITURE
AT LESS THAN RENTALS !!
Herc's bow:

1. ScleC:t any of our clean, quality items.
2. Enjoy them during your term.
3. Return them for resale at term's end

•
•

THE INTERIOR EXCHANGE

Winter Park

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~.)propos~tofurees~den~

FREE

Backpack

•

657-8332

Aloma Shopping Center
Aloma Avenue 1 mile west of 436

when you buy an
HP calculator!

The only calculotor on the
market designed especially to
take the drudgery out of collegelevel statistics. All the functions

HP14B
HP 17B
HP Business

Check out the new HP-218 today.

Consultant II
Science and
engineering

HP22S

Don't be done in
by statistics class.
Get the new HP-218.

you need for stati tics AND
college math are built in!

Business

HP calculators-the best
calculators to help
you succee<L

HP 27S

HP28S
HP 325
HP 425

Come in today
for details.
HPCalculators- FJ:.l
the best for

a!U

HEWLETT
PACKARD

your success.

m
•

but probably will not be required to do so in order to get
financial aid for college, if a
U.S. Senate compromise bill
becomes law.
The compromise, adopted
July 27 and due to be debated
when senators return to
Washington, D.C., . Jater this
fall, blends elements of several
rival national service bills, but
excludes Sen. Sam Nunn's (D-

rfi)'I
.:r...t

HEWLETT
PACKARD

to serve in the armed forces or
a civilian volunteer corps to
get college grants.
The compromise "includes
the best features of all the bills,
and the price tag is within
realistic constraints," said
Sen. Edward Kennedy (DMass.) in sponsoring the bill.
The $330 million plan is
designed to promote public
service by offering incentives
like academic credit, stipends,
job training, educational aid
and help for first-time home
buyers.
• VOLUNTEERS NEEDED
The Central Florida area
broadcast of the 1989 Jerry
Lewis Labor Day Telethon
needs volunteers.
The telethon, to benefit the
Muscular Dystrophy Associa-

tion, will be broadcast from
Buena Vista Palace at Walt
Disney World Village on Sept.
3.
Money raised through the
efforts of the telethon will help
fund the work being done by
MDA-sponsored researchers
to find treatments and cures
for muscle disease.
For more information, call
MDA at 677-6665.
• LIBRARY SECRETS
The UCF library will be offering a one-hour class to familiarize transfer students
with the library resources and
operations. This optional class
will be repeated six times between Aug. 24 and Aug. 31.
Interested students should go
to the reference desk on the
second floor of the library for
more information and to sign
up for class.
The Library is also offering
a special exhibit of new UCF
President Steven Altrnan's
reading favorites and works
written by Altman himself.
• KIDDIE CIGGIES
A model who rappelled
down mountains to project a
manly image for Winston cigarettes told Congress July 25
that the ads he and others
made were wrongly aimed at
teenagers and children.
"When the tobacco industry
tells you that it doesn't want
your children to smoke, that's
a big lie," said David Goerlitz,
who endorsed a bill that would
severely restrict cigarette ad-

vertising, especially when
aimed at teenagers and children.
Goerlitz, once a heavy
smoker and now a spokesman
for various anti-sm·oking
groups, claims he "was told
very clearly that young people
were the market they were
aft.er."
The former model said that
RJR Nabisco marketing experts interviewed teenagers in
shopping malls, showing them
pictures of him and other
"Winston men" to choose the
most effective photos for ads, a
charge RJR flatly denies.
• GRIEF WORKSHOP
The local chapter ofMADD
will sponsor a workshop: Understanding Death and Grief:
Helping Yourself and Others.
The workshop will be presented by Dr. Alan Wolfelt of
the Center for Life and Loss
Transition of Colorado on
Sept. 16 at the Howard
Johnson Hotel on Kirkman
Road.
To register, call Orange
County MADD at 422-6233.
Registration costs $20 and
includes lunch.
• PANHELLENIC
The National Panhellenic
Council will beprovidinginformation on UCFs Black Greek
lettered fraternities and sororities from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Wednesday on the Green.
For more information, contact Christopher McCray at
275-2171.

INTERNATIONAL
Calculator & Computer

2914 Corrine Drive, Orlando • 898-0081
Call before noon for next day dcli-.uy ID your door via UPS. UllO cn:dit card DI' C.O.D.

UCG

CINEMA

12255 UN IVERS IT .Y 8 l VD.
ACROSS

UNCLE BUOC (PG)

2:00-4:00-6:()0.8:00-10:00
lURNER 6 HOOOi (PG)
1:15-a:OCHO:OO
CHEETAH 6 MIOCEY CARTOON (G)

FROM

UCF •277-1454

MILLENNIUM CPG-13)
2: l 5-4'.30-7:30-9:50
CASUALTIES OF WAR (R)

2: 10-S:00-7:30-10:00
THE ABYSS (PG-13)
1: lo-4:00-6:45-9:30
LETHAL WEAPON 2 (R)

3:15-5:30-7;45
LET IT RIDE (PG-13) 10:00 p.m.

Congratufates Our 1'{g,w P{etfges ...
•

M RTIN
MARIETIA
STUDENT WORK PROGRAM
" REACH YOUR HORIZONS "
••••ATTENTION ENGINEERING,

COMPUTER SCIENCE AND
BUSINESS STUDENTS!!!
··supplement your income without disrupting
your academic goals and objectives.
.. obtain on-the-job experience in your major.
••get a jump start on your peers.
· ••create your own work schedule.

STOP BY THE CAREER RESOURCE
CENTER,SUITE 124 IN THE
ADMINISTRATION BLDG FOR DETAILS.

• min. 2.5 GPA
• full-time students
• undergraduate and graduate
students.

'E.rik,a !JJ.{e~antfer
Janette Jl.{{ey
'Tiffany .9Lsturri.zaga
Ossie.'Benitafi
Suzanne 'BowCes
1fo{{y 'Burnwod
S fie{{ey Cfiurcfii{{
Jiff cray
Wenay 'Danie{
Stacy 'De{p
'Tracy Cornisfi
'J{ancy 'frew
Afe{issa (jriffin
'Dana 1iatf[ow
'We

Susan 9-(unter
'Tamara Janitz
'Dawn Jones
1(risten 1(jnney
:Micfie{e Afacfiuga
Jl.{e~anaria Mancini
Jennifer Matfiews
o/ickj Mazzei
'I'ani Mco/ay
Lesfie AfcCom6
Cfaudia Mc'Daniefs
Jennifer Mc1(rnit
Whitney AfcMiffen
Afe(otfy Meyer

W

')Ou!!

3

'Tracy Af~~fsen
!Jf.driana Ofive{{a
Jiff Owens
Mimi ~ccfiio
!Jf.ngi 2(itfgtfif{
!Jf.ngie 'l\9tfgers
'BetfiSimmons
JenniferSonettje{d
Suzy ryti{{uto
Jl.nne 'Tfiomas
!J{jkj rranner
.9Lntfrea 'Tomasek,
1(aren 'Twi,gg
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Interested in joining
a campus committee
or orgdnization?
Come out to·

. . ACTIVITIES DAYI
10:00 a.m - 2:00 p.m.
on the Green
Septe ber6
Food

Live band

•

A KNIGHT OF COM DY
•

•

AUGUST29
8:00pm, S.A.C.

Wednesday Night
Dancing!
Party from 9 p. m. to
1 a.m. in THE WILD
PIZZA!

Become a part of
U.C.F .!

FREE MOVIES!

MAJOffiAGijEi
:
•••

7 and 9 p.m.
- Au . 31

J~

FROM THE CREATORS OF ~NAMER I AN TAIL"

•

•
•
•

•

•
•

August30

..,

-~llilliil

12,.3, and 5 p.m.·
Sept. -2

•
•

•
•

•
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Expert says cults are
still around on many
college campuses

•
•

•

university officials last spring
denied a request by the Unification Church, affiliated with
Dangerous religious cults the Rev. Sun Myung Moon, to
are cropping up on college be recognized by ·the univercampuses, a cult expert has sity.
claimed.
"They said they had been
"You may not think it's a formally recognized by other
problem on your campus, but schools when they hadn't,"
you have it," warned Marcia said spokesman Daniel
Rudin, director of the Interna- Walsch. "they can still come on
tional Cult Education Pro- campus, as can just about any
gram in New York City.
group."
Rudin initially made the
Rudin defined a cult as a
claim July 21 at a meeting of group "exhibiting excessive
the International Association devotion" to an idea and using
of Campus Law Enforcement "unethically manipulative
Administrators in Atlanta.
techniques of persuasion and
Cults -from mind-control- control."
ling unconventional Christian
She said the Hare Krishnas,
organizations to violence- some of the "churches of
prone satanic groups - "are Christ," and the Unification
still very much around on col- Church, or the Moonies, are
lege campuses," she said.
the most active "cults" on col"They're really a problem lege campuses .
everywhere," Rudin told ColCampus Crusade for Christ,
lege Press Service, "especially although known for its aggresin the South and at affluent sive recruiting tactics, is honcolleges, including Brown and est, Rudin said. "As long as
George Mason universities.
they're up-front and don't use
That is news to Brown Uni- manipulative and deceitful
versity officials, who said they tactics, we don't object," she
could not recall any run-ms added.
with cults for at least the past
Cults are not necessarily
two years, said spokesman cnminal, Rudin said. "No one
Mark Nickle .
wants to curb freedom ofreligAt George Mason though, ion.
Staff Report

COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

•
•

Call 1'<>dayr
Offer e
·.
s
"'Pires

•

eptember 30

) 1989

la61eu~;iaa

•

211-4182
•so
I

rootn·

~

r""

r1~tJona ma

us o , cs

-rE

I>C>:r-J~
•pply

~L<><>I>

The life you save could be your own.
The American Red Cross.

UNITED PARCEL SERVICE
*

•

UPS works through the UCF Placement Office
in accepting applications for part-time loaders
and unloaders

*

Earn more than DOUBLE MINIMUM WAGE

*

Paid vacations and holidays

*

Work shift 10:30 PM

*

Scholastic Assistance
(up to $500 per semester)

-..~~ <!!•.r..-

* For an interview appointment, sign up in the

•

Career Resource Center· (ADM 124)

Paying for college is not an easy task. Even if you have a student loan or your parents are helping you out. It is always nice to have some extra
money in your bank account for spending or saving.

•

These days finding a job can be such a hassle. Who has time to deal with minimum wages, uncertain hours that change all the time, having
to work what seems like every weekend and working so many hours to make money, that your grades suffer. There is a better way!
UPS has long been recognized as a leader in the small package delivery business. We pay top wages that include benefits such as paid
vacations and holidays. These benefits are comparable to benfits that some full-time jobs offer. Besides the pay, UPS offers considerably more.
The steady, consistent hours give stability to your schedule. The work shift you select will allow you to plan the courses you need without having
to work weekends so your social life stays intact.
UPS offer a physical job that in fact gives you a work-out while you work. As a student, time is very valuable and it is important to maximize
your efforts and time.
What better job could suit your needs? Earn excellent wages with benefits_to match, get in shaoe, and work hours that allow you to fulfillyour
career goals in school.

•

UPS is an equal opportunity employer M/F
Scholastic Assistance is a pilot program and United Parcel Service reserves the right to modify or discontinue this program at any time .
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COMING SEPTEMBER. 7th& 9th
TO THE. UCF GYM ...
THE CAREER RESOURCE -CENTER'S
.

CAREER EXPO
A CHANCE FOR UCF
STUDENTS AND EMPLOYERS
TO GET TOGETHER TO DISCUSS
CAREER AND EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITIES.

ONE PM TO FIVE PM
THURSDAY SEPT. 7
NON TECHNICAL MAJORS

ONE PM TO FIVE PM
FRIDAY SEPT. 8
TECHNICAL MAJORS

(All Business Majors, Liberal Studies,
Humanities & Fine Arts, Social Studies, Etc.)

(Engineering, Computer Science, Natural
Sciences, Health)

PARTIAL LIST OF EMPLOYERS

PARTIAL LIST OF EMPLOYERS

Allstate
Arthur Andersen & Co.
Automatic Data Processing
Barnett Banlcs, Inc.
Citizens & Southern National Bank
City of Orlando
Coopers & Lybrand
Cuthill & eddy Cpa
Davgar Restaurants
Dbo Seidman
Defense Logistics Agency
Deloitte Haskins & Sells
Electronic Data Systems
Enterprise Leasing Co.
· Ernst & Young
Everything But Water
FBI
Florida Department of Corrections
Florida Power Corporation
Harris Government Systems Sector
Haverty's Furniture
Kentucky Fried Chicken
K Mart Apparel
Koiva, Ruta & co., P.A.
KPMG Peat Marwick
Meldisco
· Mutual of Omaha Companies

NCNB
NCR
Naval Coastal Systems Center
N9rthwestem Mutual Life
Office of Auditor General Florida
Orlando Sentinel
Pioneer Financial
Price Water House
Radio Shack
Shands Teaching Hospital
Sherwin- Williams
Southeast Banlc
Southland Corporation
State Farm Insurance Co.
Sun Bank
Touch Ross & Co.
Toys "R" Us
United Telephone of Florida
Universal Studios Florida
University Behavioral Center
U.S. Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco & Firearms
U.S. Office of Personnel Services
Wal-Mart

Ander en Consulting
Arthur Andersen /-Plus Tac
BeUsouth
City of Orlando
Defense Logistics Agency
Electronic Data Systems
EG&G Florida, Inc.
Emerson Electric
E-Systems, ECI Division
Florida Power & Light
Frito Lay, Inc.
Harris-Government Systems Sector
Hercules Defence
Hughes Simulation Systems
Loockheed Space Operations
Martin Marietta Corporation
Maynard Electronics
McDonnel Douglas Space Services Co.
NASA
.
Orlando Utilities
Pratt & Whitney
Proctor: & Gamble
Software Technology, Inc.
United Telephone of Florida
University Behavioral Center
Upjohn Pharmaceutical
U.S. Office of Personnel Management

•
•
•

•

•
•

•

I
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ANNOUNCEMENT TO:

•

PRESIDENTS OF UCF CLUBS AND
ORGANIZATIONS
~~~~~~~~

YOU ARE REQUESTED BY THE DIVISION OF STUDENT AFFAIRS TO ATTEND _

'£1{'£

!JJ$.S'I51!J\l9{,'UJ2lL L'E!JlrJJ'E'l(S
S'EAfI9\[Y'l!1( _

FEATURED LUNCHEON SPEAKER:

S.9LPl12{'JJ.9L'Y

PRESIDENT STEVEN AL THAN ON CHALLENGING THE STUDENT
ORGANIZATIONS TO MAKE UCF THE BEST UNIVERSITY.

S'EP'I'E/Jv[~'E'1(16, 1989

•

s:3o .!il% rro 3:3o p')v[

1?.,5Vl> '13')"S'EPJ!E/B'E'l{.6, 1989
'IO: LIS51 S:J{f'lJL'E~ COO'Jl$J/9{_~'IO'J{_O'}' CL'll'BS j1J8fJJ O'l{(j~Z5t'TIO'J{S
X510 7, STLJ'lJ'F!J{,'I ~ ~O'M 215

•
•

•

Organization Workroom

The Student Center,
RoOm 215

Organization Updates
Cubicle Space Available
Leadership

Hours: Mon - Thurs
8am-9pm
Fridays, 8 - 5

lnfo~mation

Program Planning Assistance
Information oo Organizations
. Starting a New Organization
Reactivating a Club

7
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University ne~ds
parking lots, not
par~ing tickets
In a recent interview, Manager of Parking
and Traffic Ina Carpenter said the decision to
expand cam pus parking rests in the hands of
the parking and traffic committee. She added
that the committee is not scheduled to meet
until early September, but they could meet
earlier if the parking situation is "urgent."
- What?!!?
If it is the word "urgent" that will bring the
committee out of the woodwork, they should
have met before last Wednesday.
The situation was apparent to the staff of The
Future. For those who do not know where we
are, we are in a white trailer (it looks like a
homeless shelter) stranded in a soft sand lot
behind the student health center. This soft sand
lot, not a parking lot mind you, is the very same
lot that played host to more than 20 cars for two
days.
Desperate students, staff and faculty risked
getting stuck in the sand so that they could park
their cars and get to what was left of their daily
classes. When they returned, they either had a
ticket on their car, or had to call a wrecker to
come pull them out of the sand.
Friday, the area was roped off. We agree with
rop~g the area off due to the amount of cars
that had to be literally pulled out of the sand.
What we don't agree with however, is the ticketing.
Come on folks. Either give us some slack or
give us a new parking lot. We paid good money
for these classes and we can't park our cars to
get to them and that is no exaggeration.
Aside from the sand lot there were also
reports of people parking on any piece of vacant
land they could find including the band marching field.
Carpenter also said part of the problem is the
low price of parking decals ($18). She said this
doesn't cover the gost of new parking. Let's see,
$18 times about 20,000 students... Add the
amount of ticket fees from last week alone and
that should add up to a pretty sweet sum.
Parking is becoming a vital aspect in our
education and the money has got to come from
somewhere soon.
Are the students ofUCF willing to pay more
than $18 a year for expanded parking? At this
point, this is the only solution, according to
parking officials. What do you think?
Let us know within the next week. Call 2752865.

Central Florida Future
P.O. Box 25000, Orlando, Florida 32816
Business ~ce (407) 275-UiOl, News Oftke (407) 275-2865
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UCF fails parking test, students say
The university has finally and unquestionably
failed in its educational contract with the students. In
the past, there has always been parking spaces available somewhere on campus. Those who came early
had the advantage of convenient parking. those who
came in the heat of day parked in the dirt or parked
il1egally or both.
This is no longer the case. There are more cars on
campus than there are parking spaces. A percentage
of commuters wi l daily be faced with the choice of
parking illegally or not parking. They will have no
other choice. Parking illegally should not be a nece s1ty.
. The solutions available require hort term and
long term fixes. Any long term solutions will require
large amounts of money. To this extent, the solution
does not rest within the reach of the UCF administration. Short term solutions involve expanded dirt
parking availability and lenient traffic police.
I fear a rash of ticketing by the UCF police. This
would be terribly unjust with the students caught

• METHOD, NOT DOCTRINE

Editor:
Your recent column entitled
"Communism and the Collection
Plate" was a better example of alliteration than factual reporting.
In fact, the piece had little to do
with either communism or colle.ctions, and much to do with liberation theology.
The column claimed that "Liberation Theology is a doctrine
taught by certain orders of the
Catholic Church (primarily by the
Jesuit, Maryknoll, and Franciscan
orders)." In fact, Liberation Theology is not a doctrine at all, but a
theological method. It is not associated with any of the religious
communities named in the column.
And, in fact, it is not a specifically
Roman Catholic movement. Thus,
the conclusion that many Catha-

between the detestable wheels of the school bureaucracy. If this occurs civil disobedience is a must. Ifyou
are ticketed for any reason insist on arbitration
through the traffic board. Perhaps the system can be
overwhelmed. If you must park illegally, park convenien tl .
here are some things we can do.
If you can, ride a bike. If you can, carpool. If you
can, walk. School sponsored shuttle buses should not
be out of the question. If you are ticketed write your
parents and your legislators. Encourage family and
friends to do so also. We're all in this together.
Glenn Fuller
Mike McCollister
Kri hna Kumar

lies are b 1ng dec1eved by having
th 1r offermgs used for revolutionary theology is patently false.
The column also stated that the
founder of Liberation Theology
was a certain Father Pierre
Teihard (sic) de Chardin - a remarkable accomplishment in itself, since Teilhard (note the correct spelling ofhis name) was a paleontologist who died in the 1940's,
while
Liberation Theology had
it's origins in 1970, with a Peruvian author by the name of Gustavo Guttierrez. You can look it
up ...
Obviously, then, the column's
statement
of
Liberation
Theology's goal - "to rise up
against oppression" in armed revolution - is a caricature based on a
number of errors. There is nothing
in Liberation Theology per se that
endorses armed revolution (al-

though there is something to that
effect in certain founding documents of the United States... ). It
should also be noted that Pope
John Paul has not, as the column
claimed, "repeatedly imposed disciplinary actions on priests and
nuns who .. promote this doctrine." Not once has he done so.
As it happens, Liberation Theology is a complex phenomenon,
linking social, economic, and
theological premises in a system
that challenges the poverty and
injustice prevalent in Latin
America. If you would like your
readers to know more about Liberation Theology, I offer my services. In the meanwhile, please
refrain from misleading generalizations that serve no one well.
Rev. Bob Garafola, Ph.D.
Director, United Campus
Ministry
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Crack a smile;
gain world peace
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Hi. How ya' doing? QQod? Great! See ya' later.
Sometimes, when the campus seems so big, a
nice •tt e exchange like this one ould be a wel"Ome surprise. It's probably not even half s tough
as trying to act distracted when you walk by a
stranger on campus. I think it's time for a cool
hange.
Now, I'm not intending to get carried away- I
don't expect any professors to break down and
dopt thi friendly standard. It would e nice,
owever, if the student body decided to prioritize a
-itt e open ended friendliness.
What are the anti-friendliness arguments?
Let's be objective. A lot of arrogence that's attributable to upperclass standing ma just melt away
if everyone was to get friendly all of the udden.
People who have been shy all of their lives may
wind up being popular overnight. Your ' ense of
·ndifference may break down, leading you to actully care for your surroundings.
Now, some pro-friendliness possibihties. In
·pite of years of struggling to find an elusive
identity, after a few semesters of wide-spread
friendliness, UCF may emerge with a r ecognizable, prideful personality. Think about it. As we
Know, there are lots of people here from other
countries. With ourpresentdynamic stateofinternational affairs, you never know what allies we
may need in the future. Wouldn't it be nice in 30
ears to hear that the president of a th :rd world
country vetoes plans to nuke our beauti ul country-side simply because he says, "No matter what
happens, they were pretty friendly in college."
School spirit. World peace. All we have to do axe
tne acts; rub the snubs, ride the snide; eight the
shght. It'll be like a camapus-wide privat.e joke .

•

•

••

•

IT'S YOUR PROBLEM
1. In the next few years 40 billion dollars will have to be sought to cover AIDS related costs.
2 .. 1.5 million people are HIV positive TODAY (have the AIDS Virus)
3., Early studies suggest the infection rate among college students is as high as 1in300.

4•. AIDS is one disease NO ONE HAS TO GET...
It is 100% Preventable

•
•

•

•

Female roommate needed. Own room , share
bath $150 + 1/3 utilities and $100 security
deposit. Six miles from UCF on Goldenrod
Road 679-5512.
Congrats guys on a cosmic rush . Welcome
new pledges. 3 keg pledge/B-day party Sat.
Hit the books then the brew! Final football
tryouts on Thurs. Thrash Posse In Effect!

Room for rertt in private 3 bdrm/2 bath house.
Full use pool.Casselberry. $250+113 utilities.
Nonsmoker must like cats+ dogs. Cali 7675118. Leave message.

PHI DELTA THETA
Outstanding rush dudes! Congrats to Shawn
as rush chair, Sam and Jack for flyers , Alan for
the backdrop, and Jamie and Steve for the
signs. You all did a great job. GO PHI DELTI

Seeking responsible female to share 4 bdrm
house w/male. Includes 2 rooms, private
phone line, use of computer, washer/dryer,
microwave, 15 min from UCF. $225/mo + 112
utll. Call 366-1919, leave msg or call 5 p.m. to
midnight.

Our new KA ladies are Simply lrresistiblelll
Congratulations to all sororities on an awesome Rush I Wendy, you did an awesome job
being membership chairman and KellyAnn,
you are great!

Desperate! Roommate needed less than 1
mile from campus. Washer /dryer, 113 utll.
$150 refundable deposit, $212/mo. Call 6570669 Forest Highlands.

Townhouse for rent. Chancellor's Row2bdrm/2bth, call 282-6997 ASAP.
2bdrml 2.5 bath townhouse near UCF. Clean ,
$450. Prudential Gallagher Properties. Call
423-1627.
Rent to Own
Invest in yov future condos and townhomes.
Near UCF in the $50s - Call Frank and ask
How to save $$ with our Buyer Bonus Program. Southern Realty Enterprises, Inc. 8340031.
Furn. Room w/all utll. $225/mo, $50 deposit
and ref. Mature, responsible, male. 10 min. to
UCF, E of Tuskawilla. Call 671-6355.
Large 2bdrm/2bath . New carpet/
appliances ,sundeck- $450. Close to UCF .
Central heat/air. Ready now, call 380-5096.

1979 Ford Thunderbird: VB , PIS , P/B , P/W, Al
C, New tires. Asking $1200. Call Jen 2754641 .
Volkswagon Rabbit 1980, Rebuilt head, new
tires, supreme running condition, extremely
dependable. $950, call 240-5376 for more
information.

Alee's Furniture. New and Used. 10% discountwith this ad. Buy, sell and trade 7522 E
Colonial 273-1554.
Guitar Bass lessons - specializing in Jazz,
rock, pop. Doc. student in music. Near UCF.
Beg-Adv, 8 years teaching experience. Very
reasonable monthly rate. Call 671-9291.

ATIENTION - HIRING! Government jobs your area. $17,840 - $69,485. Call 1-602838-8885. EXT R 5780.
Waitress Needed - Lunches and Weekends.
part-time - Call Beth 677-4169. J .R. Jakes.
Excellent word processing 366-0538

Non-smoking, mature female for 312 furnished
duplex near Dean and University. Unfurn.
master bedroom and bath , washer/dryer.
$265 mo. + 112 util, $1 50 deposit. Call 4223343.
Jewish Student Union/Hillel invites you to
join a growing group that caters to the social,
cultural and religious needs of the Jewish
student community. Our first meeting is 8 p.m.
Wed. Sept. 6at12185Descartes Ct. For more
information, call Judaic Studies at 275-5039.
lntervarsity Christian Fellowship
Fun, Friends, and Fellowship. Our first meeting will be August 29 at 7:30 pm in the Multipurpose room.
"Quotes"
All Communication majors are invited to join
UCF's largest and most active PR club. Look
in the next issue for the time and place of the
first meeting.
UCF Tae Kwon Do Club
Want to make friends, get in shape and learn
a martial art? Stop by M 8-10, T '7-9 or Th 911 MPR Ed Bldg. or call Wes 679-8002 or
Kerwin 830-4961. Free beginning lessons I

Two females looking for two female roommates who already have apartment or want to
find one (2 or 3 bdrms). Non-smokers preferred. Contact Chnstlne at 699-6752 or Kelly
at 38{}-8798.

Roommate needed to share 2 bdrm furnished
Apt. for $210. Call 677-4040.
Female non-smoker wanted to share home in
McCulloch Forest (off University and Dean) on
cul de sac wooded. Full privileges, private
room, bath $200/mo plus 1/2 util. Call 6574852 eve. or leave message.
Roommate needed immediately! Mature
female non-smoker to share great apt. wl
fireplace $225 + 1/3 utilities. Call 696-4731 .
Female roommate needed. Private room and
bath. $200/mo + 112 utilities. 1/4 mile from
UCF. Call 381-5272.

ll llii!ltill ll
Refrigerator, Seu. ft. $100. Call 273-7119.
Govarnman1Homes from $1 (U repair). Delinquent tax property. Repossessions. Call
805-687-6000 Ext. GH-4628 for repo list.
1983 Honda Shadow motorcycle. New tires,
lowmiles,2helmets( 1 Shoei).$1400obo,call
Tim at 644-4565.

Help Wanted - Students to clean homes,
Hours to fit schedule. Call 699-1636.
Needed: Student Assistant
for South Orlando Campus
Mus t have transportati on. Clerical skills and
light typing desired. Salary $4/hr (flex hours)
Contact Tim Sanders 855-0779 5-8:30 p.m.
Part time errand person needed for a growing
civil engineering firm. Flexlt'e hours (15-20
hours/wk). Call 657-4530.
The CO Player is gone - but I am looking for
AlphasonikAmps-Call me,TomF.282-8183.
Belk Lindsey Credit Center
Authorization Clerk
Apply in person at
1080 Woodcock Rd Suite 111
Orlando, Fl 32813
Phone 896-3231 Cheryl Ward
Working Hours: 12:15 p.m. to 9:15 p.m.

Large 2bdrm/2bth. Completely renovated.
Central heat/alr. One blk to UCF $159,900.
Tubbs Realty, Inc. 422-4n2.

7 couch. $140, very comfortable for sleeping.
Call Amy at 366-1583.
Water bed - King Size. Heater, frame, matttess $ 1SO/offer.Also, water skis- Kidder Red
Line Jump skis. excellent condilJOn. $450/
offer. Also, Car phone - full feature, 3 wan,
Audiovox $375. Call 658-4652.

Suncrest-University Blvd Patio Home 3bdrm/
2bath screen rm, fans, appliances, dbl garage, like new. no pets. Family or two adults,
$700. Call 671-2313.

Reasonable and fast typing service. Call
Nancy at 679-4006, rush jobs.

BEE R! BEER! BEER !
IT'S EASY TO BREW YOUR OWN !
SEBASTIAN BREWERS SUPPLY HAS ALL
YOUR BEJ::R AND WINEMAK ING
SUPPLIES!
1-800-780-SUDS
WANTED: Someone to carpool with from Mt.
Dora area on Mon., Wed., or Thurs. Call 904383-3108, leave message.

Act In TV Commetdals
High Pay
No Experience ... .All Ages
Kids, teens, young adults.families, mature
people.animals, etc, Call Nowl
Charm Srudios
1-800 447-1530 Ext. 1647

Dear Jill G.
Why not?
Love, Roy F.

House for rent/1ease to own 3bdrml2bth.
Spotless condillon, new carpet, levelor blinds
and ceiling fans in every room. Big fenced in
yard on a quiet cul de sac, near UCF/Martin
Area. $615/mnlh. Call Terry 277-2527.

ATIENTION
GOVERNMENT SEIZED
VEHICLES from $100 Fords, Metcedes,
Corvettes, Chevys. Surplus Buyers Guide. •
602-838-8885 Ext. A5780.

Part-lime sa esmakerwantedwho is confident
and good with people. Apply Radio Shack
Associate Store. Comer of Michigan and
Orange, S Ot1ando or call 423-1771/4228426. Flexible hours, good pay. and comm1ss1on upon experience.

Duplex 2bd/2bth near Dean and Rt 50. $4-00/
mo. Call 889-0170

1980 BMW 5281, gray, 4-speed. ast, no air,
57,000 mlles. reliable, $3700. Call 422-~43.

can 830-0804 Bitsy.

Female studen seeks Hat, paved place to
park. Those feeling s1m1iarly LET THEM
KNOWll

Darryl and Bill:
Good Luck and God Bless you on your 1989
football season. Blanford Bronco Mow them
down.

Part-bme. Must love children and hard work.
•Risa

•

HEADQUARTERS
Hair Styling Salon
11917 E. Colonial Drive
The Comer of Alafaya & East Colonial Drive

Try Our Everyday Low Prices

CALL FOR
APPOINTMENT

380-9891
-----------,
--- ----- ____ _______________________________________________________

20% ,DISCOUNT
any service with coupon
First Time Customers Only
Expires 9-30-89

" EVERY DAY
EVERY ITEM

I
I
I
I.._

TH'E LATES-r; FASHIONS FOR LESS

Ms. Paradise Fashions

$9.99

FREE·

OR LESS"
OVER 10,000
FASHIONS
FROM OVER 400 MANUFACTURERS WILL BE
STOCKED THIS YEAR!!

Perms $40.00 (Depending on Length)
Shampoo & Cut
We Also Feature Bridal
$9.00
Men and Women
Accessories Made To Order
$6.95
Kids 12 and Under

120.00 WO RTH OF FREE MERCHANDISE
(ONE) $40.00 GIFT CERTIFICAT~
(TWO) $20.00 GIFT CERTIFICATES
(FOUR) $10.00 GIFT CERTIFICATES

3ao·-s331
HOU RS
MON.-SAT. 9-9
SUN 12-6

Deposit coupon below while you browse
around Ms. Paradise Fashions, where you
can find many Quality Brands.
I
+Seven Lucky Winners!!

-----------,
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E. Colonial

I

'11907 E. COLONIAL DR. , ALAFAYA CQMMONS
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UCF'S Professional
Co-Ed Fraternity Invites
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The end of the world Is upon us.
So. don't miss the last Issue of Confetti
filled with excitement, energy and enigmas .
Coming this Thursday
1he C'alhi fbicb FM Enl~t& Foot\Je~

TAKIN' CARE OF BUSINESS!
For more information stop by the AD1 TABLE IN FRONT OF CESA II
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THURS Aug 31 - MEET THE CHAPTER
UNIVERSITY DINING ROOM
7:30 PM PROFESSIONAL DRESS

•
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PARTY
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The Park Apartments CLUBHOUSE
fe,;.<)
ON GOLDENROD ROAD, 1/4 MILE SOUTH OF University··, ·
8 PM CASUAL DRESS
'' ~
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port an expansion team in the
Magic,
proven by the successFROM PAGE 12
ful sale of Magic season tfokon the suppor t of the commu- ets.
It has been said that NBA
nity .
"We're the new kids in town action is fantastic. So far the
and we're battling for accep- Magic have lived up to that
tance in this town.We hope to distinction. by wfaning four
establish a good relationship- out of four summer league
with the public and with aca- games. It remains to be seen
demic institutions such as whether the Magic can keep
UCF," said Goukas.
the action alive when it really
Orlando seems hungry counts--Ouring the regular
enough for basketball to sup- season.

MAGIC

•

•
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ROAD\VAY PACKAGE SYSTEM

.ROADWAY PACKAGE SYSTEM

•• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
••
••
Valencia Community College
••
••
PRESENTS:
•
•
••
•
BREAKING INTO
•
•
•
••
••
•
•

••
••
•

••
••
••

BROADCASTING

"A 60-hour comprehensive guide to
attaining an exciting, high-paying
career in Broadcast Sales ..,
••
... The Truth •

•••
••
Opening September 11 at campus
near you.
•••
•
Showtimes 9 a.m., 3 p.m., 6 p.m. MWF :
•
•
For Reservations Call: 299-5000 ext. 3401:

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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ASSOCIATE STORE
423-1 n1 I 422-8426

•
•

Roadway Package Systelll is
accepting applications for parttiine loaders and unloaders.
Excellent pay $7.00 per hour.

•
•
••

••
••
••
•••
••

STARRING
YOU!

•

•
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STUDENTS I FACULTY:
Now's the time to get that computer
you'll need for the school year, and
SAVE $200. 00 on our BEST SELLING

TANDY 1OOOSL.

.ONLY
•

•
•

WITH COLOR
MONITOR
MS-DOS® and DeskMate® user interface built in! Record audio on diskettes.PC-compatible.

•
•

999°0

WORK SHIFTS AVAILABLE:·
Monday - Friday
3:00 A.M. - 7:00 A.M.

Phone
297-3715
for more inform_ation

These savings only available at...
RADIO SHACK ASSOCIATE STORE
2609 S. ORANGE AVENUE
(Corner Michigan & Orange)

Plus: SA VE $150.00 ON NEWT ANDY DMP 300 PRINTER

(WITH 24 WIRE PRINT HEAD I REAR PUSH TRACTOR FOR
SUPERB GRAPHICS AND LEITER QUALITY TEXT.
WAS 649.00 NOW 499.00
STUDENTS/FACULTY: PRESENT ID AND CASH...

AND RECEIVE ADDITIONAL 5% SAVINGS!

•
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sc ri mmage ·tests runners

12

Willie English scores four touchdowns in Black-Gold game

Magic play preseason
games at. UCF gy~

by Roy Fuoco

by Glenn Carrasquillo

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Freshman Willie English
continues to impress Gene
McDowell with his running.
In Friday night's annual
· Black and Crl>ld Scrimmage,
English rushed for 107 yards
on 13 carries and scored four
touchdowns as the regulars
beat the scout team 43-3.
'We saw most of what we
needed to see in this rehearsal," McDowell said.
Starters Gil Barnes and
Shane Willis did not participate in the scrimmage. Mark
Giaccone, trying to return
from a knee injury, played
only one series.
McDowell said he told
English before the game that
he would get a lot of carries.
Beside the play of English,
McDowell also was impressed with freshman nose
tackle Meredith Boatwright,
Robert Connor, Greg Larson
and Lazaro Salazar.
Angel Mesa added 54
yards on 10 carries.
· The scout team scored its
only points when a fumble
recovery set up a field goal.
The ·fumble occurred after a
defensive back made a careless pitch of an interception.

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Bill FolCWOf"lhyf CENTRAL FLORIDA FU rum:

Freshman tailback Willie English carries the ball during practice.
He ran for 107 yards in 13 carries at Friday night's scrimmage.

With all of the fanfare of a
true college crowd, Orlando
area residents treated themselves to a preview of NBA
action at the UCF gymnasium
on July 28 and 29.
The Orlando Magic, who
start their first NBA season
Nov. 4 in the Orlando Arena,
hosted four summer league
games played in the UCF gymnasium.
The Magic won both games
they participated in, including
a win in the newly formed
intrastate rivalry with the
Miami Heat.
"The games a11owed UCF to
show itself in a good light to the
public," said UCF President
Dr. Steven Altman.
"It was good to see the gym
packed t;o its rafters," he added.
"I hope that it's a sign for what
is to come for UCF's own basketball team."
The Magic's summer league
squad outscored the Heat 10278, in front of a raucous crowd
of2,546.
The Magic also won their
next game over the Charlotte
Hornets bv a score of 108-92 in
front of 2,324 onlookers.
UCFrarely, if ever, had such
crowds for its Division I bas-

ketball team. There is the optimism that with the addition of
new basketball coach Joe
Dean, better times are ahead
for the UCF basketball program.
"I feel Joe Dean will do a
terrific job for UCF. He has
good credentials and can only
help that program, "said Magic
coach Mat Goukas.
Dean a 1976 graduate of
Mississippi St., was an assistant coach at the University of
Kentucky from '77 through '83,
under Joe B. Hall. He went on
to coach NAIA member, Birminghham Southern from '83
through '89.
At Birmingham Southern
he posted a 137-45 record.
Every player who played under Dean during that 6-year
period earned a degree.
Dean brings these credentials to aid a basketball program that has been an NCAA
Division I member for four
years.
It seems as the town of
Orlando grows, so do the
sports in the town.
The Orlando Magic have arrived and there is talk of
Orlando landing a majorleague baseball team. And as
the interest in sports in
see MAGIC page 11

Giacone, Grissom set to return .from injuries
by Roy Fuoco
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Football players will lift weights,
run drills, spend hours in the torrid
sun practicing, hoping the payoff will
be a starling job and a strong season.
But one play can cause an injury to
wipe out all that work.
That play made its ugly appearence
last season to running back Mark
Giacone and nose tackle Mike Grissom. Both players were enroute to
having strong seasons when knee injuries in the same game sidelined them
for the year.
Giacone injured the interior cruciate ligament in his right knee in the
fifth game against North Alabama.
Grissom suffered the same injury to his
left knee and damaged the medial collateral ligament.
Despite the seriousness of the injuries, both players are ready to take up
where they left off.
With less than one week left before
the first game of the year, neither
player appears to show any effect ofhis
injuries.
Giacone, a junior, will have the
roughest time taking up where he left
off. As a freshman, he rushed for 544
yards and was on a pace to improve on
that total last year before the injury.
A starter when injured, he now finds
himself in a battle for playing time
among a stable of much-improved
runners.
The competition at tailback includes Gil Barnes, Cornelius Friendly,
and freshman Willie English.
But despite the desire to start, Giacone said he is happy just to be back.
"I'm a team player. I'm more happy
to be back and part .of the lineup and
not worried about who's starting,"
Giacone said.
Grissom, also ajunior, walked right
back into his starting job. While Barnes replaced Giacone and played well
L
(

Both players underwent reconenough to keep the
structive knee surgery in October.
starting spot, Grissom
They spent two to three months at
did not have a replacement as strong at the
Orlando Sports Medicene after surposition.
gery.
After being released, they began the
The Knights had to
move Robert Lindsey
long and grueling work of rehabilitation.
from defensive end to
nose tackle when
Rehabilition consisted of therapy,
Grissom sustained
stretching, a lot of work on a cybex
the injury.
machine and weight lifting.
Coach
Gene
The cybex machine allows the knee
McDowell
said
to regain strength by adjusting the tenGrissom's injury hurt
sion, without putting a lot of pressure
the defense.
on the knee.
Two weeks prior to
Both players said they kept a posithe injury, the Foottive frame of mind during their rehaball Gazette named
bilitation.
Grissom defensive
"I just took one day at a time and
player of the week for
tried not to get frustrated," Giacone
his 12-tackle performsaid.
ance against Troy
So far, the rehabilitation seems
State.
complete. Grissom admitted to pain
Team trainer John
during three-a-day practices, but said
Mooney said both Gisince three-a-days ended and the knee
accone and Grissom
has had time to rest between practices,
are ahead of schedule
it has felt fine.
in making comebacks.
"I haven't felt any trouble all," GrisNormally, it takes a
som said. "I haven't had any problems
year to come back
or anything."
from reconstructive
Giacone said he did not know if his
knee surgery, but
knee would be okay until the practices
Giacone and Grissom
began.
have done it in nine
"I didn't know · if I would be back
months.
until the practices began," Giacone
Mooney said they
said. "It's holding up really well. It
are not quite 100 perseems strong and my cutting ability is
cent but "if they are 85
good."
percent, that is
McDowell has brought Giacone and
enough to let them
Grissom along slowly-, holding them
play."
out of some phases of practice such as
Part of the pair's
goal line drills.
rapid recovery can be
Limiting their playing time in
Biii Foxworthy/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
creditied to the fact
scrimmages also reduced the stres
that they followed the Nose tackle Mike Grissom at Sunday's practice. He
placed on their knees.
doctor's and trainer's wears a brace on the injured knee.
Did Grissom ever think he would not
instructions on how to rehabilitate the said.
make it back?
injuries.
.
"He did everythingyou asked for and
"I never let that enter my mind,"
"They did everything they were sup- more. He didn't accept the fact he was Grissom said. "Sixty percent is mental
posed to, especially Grissom," Mooney injured."
attitude. You can't let yourselfbe beat."

•

•

•
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·F OOTBALL

Playing
for highe·
·stakes ••
by Bill Foxworthy

SPORTS EDITOR

•

In its first 10 years, UCF football became a dommant force
in Div. II and entered the 1987 Div. II playoffs. The next 10
years should bring success in I-AA and a move to play for the
even higher stakes in I-A.
The I-AA teams UCF will pla) are bigger. The rad10 nnd
television networks that will broadcast UCF games are bigger.
The playoffs and the payoffs are bigger.
UCF was successful, if not dominating, in Div. II, losing
only three games in four seasons to Div. II teams.
Success against I-AA teams was meager, though. UCFbeat
I-AA Bethune-Cookman College each of the last four year .
Yet UCF's record against Georgia Southern \s 1-6, and 0-6
against Eastern Kentucky.
Even in its early days, UCF wanted to move up the football
ladder. But it tried to move too far too soon. W1thout the
necessary talent and support, the results included a $1 million
debt and a poor win-loss record.
The Knights, with far fewer scholarships than its I-AA
opponents, have since shown an ability to come close, but not
consistently win, against them.
To be consistently competitive against I-AA teams, UCF
needs to have the same number of scholarships to offer.
"We were a Div. II team playing a -AA schedule,n football
coach Gene McDowell said. "Now we're going to be a I-AA team
playing a I~AA schedule. We're upgrading in everything that
has to do with football."
McDowell hopes the move is a sure bet. With interest in
sports and the university rising in Central Florida, support
and enthusiasm should combine to give a boost to the UCF
football program.
During the transition year, UCF is ineligible for any playoffs. But this year will be as good as any for most of the team
to miss a chance at the playoffs. The team is primarily young.
Fourteen of 22 starters are juniors and will be on the team if
it makes the playoffs next year.
McDowell is already looking forward to the chance to enter
the I-AA playoffs next year. And he is confident UCF can
receive a bid.
"We should ease right in if we have a big year and if we get
the attention of the pollsters. That's our objective. We want to
show we deserve to be in the playoffs.n

~;_MCDowen: wauts ·pollsters
.

lo }{now UCltJs in th~, leag~e
.

.
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st;ers know we re
many fans do you last two. Is- UCF going to be
in the league. We're lucky we are equal to Elgin .Davis and expect to average per game? able to·compete.withthe I-AA
play three top I-AA teams- Aaron Sall). , ,
'"· .
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Knights jil,Trt,ped out to a 6~1.
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More ground game; less passing
Knights will try to use their rqnning backs more to their advantage
by Jay Rutenkroger
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

In 1987 the UCF offense led Div. II
in points scored. Last year, it led in
passing yardage per game with an
average of 292.2 yards. The outlook
for the 1989 season appearence even
better.
·
"I'm real happy with the players
we have on offense," football coach
Gene McDowell said. "We've got
experience throughout the whole offense."
The offensive style and individual
game plans rest in the innovative
mind of offensive coordinator Mike
Kruczek.
"We try to be imaginative in everything we do," Kruczek said. "We
have employed the spread offense
where we stretch four receivers out
over the field." Kruczek said that
formation is similar to the Cincinnati Bengals' attack-offense.
Kruczek feels the 1989 Knight
offense should be as succesful, if
somewhat tamer, than in the past.
Known for their predominantly
airborne attacks, the Knights will
try to balance the offense through
the ground game.
"This year I think we can run the
football sixty percent of the time and
throw forty percent, where in the
past we've had a sixty percent or
more tendency to throw the ball."
Kruczek said the Knights will
take advantage of the bevy of running backs at UCF.
"We're trying to establish more of
a possession offense in order to keep
the defense off the field and eat up
the clock, n Kruzcek said. "We'd like
to pound the backs at the defense

and tire tne defense where we rotate the backs in order to keep them
strong and healthy. n
The tailback position is strong
with both Gil Barnes and Mark
Giacone returning. Last year, Barnes ran for 4 71 yards, filling in for
the injured Giacone.
Cornelius Friendly, who runs
under 4.4 seconds in the forty yard
dash, should also see action at
tailback.
The leading players at fullback
are returning starter Perry Balasis
and freshman Willie Engligli[e's a
big back that can bust a tackle and
bounce off a goalpost anytime,"
Kruzcek said of English. "He tries
to hurt people when he runs the
football."
Offensive line coach Paul
Lounsberry likes the prospects for
this year's offensive line.
"We've got four returning starters and they are bigger, stronger,
and more experienced," he said of
the offensive line.
The leader of this unit is junior
center Craig Marsden, whom
McDowell feels is playing at the
best of his career.
The offensive line includes Alex
Goforth and Derrick Connor at
tackle and Charles Laipply and
Andrew Bishop at guard.
The unchalleged leader of the
1989 Knight offense is junior quarterback, Shane Willis. Last season,
Willis completed 239 passes out of
398 attempts for 2,926 yards and 13
touchdowns.
"Shane is a quarterback who can
improvise when he's on the run,"
Kruczek said. "Heh as a great touch
and much stronger arm than people

THE PIAYERS
Name
Kurt Aken
Travis Allen
Scott Arial
PBfTY Balas is
Sean Banks
Gi Barnes
Sean Becklon
P.J. Behr
Joel Berry
Andrew Bishop
Darryl Blanford
Clvis Bordner
Ronnie Brewer
WiUleBritlon
Brent Bronson
Jesse Brown
Scott Bursa
Clifford Cole
Tony Coley
Ted Coltrain
Derrick Comor
Robert Connor
ScottConto
Robin Cooper
Brian Covington
Doug Cox
Greg DeSantls
Mike Dickinson
Wille Engfish
Vk:tor Farrfer
Conrnellus Friendly
Kevin Gatlin
Mark Glaoone
Walter Gibson
Alex GoCorth
Domenick Green
Montreli Green
Mike Grissom
JinmyGore
Rick Hamilton
John Harris
Brian Hassinger
Penn Holsapple
Blake Holton
James Hunter
Raymond Irvin
Shawn Jefferson
Ron Johnson
Tim Johnson
Travers Johnson
Eric Jones
RUdy Jones

Ht
S-11
8-0
6-1

Wt.

5-9
6-2
S-7
&-11
6-4
S-0
6-1
6-1
6-2
5-11
6-2
5-9
5-9
6-2
6-3
5-11
5-11
6-2
6-4
6-4
6-2
5-11
6-1
6-2
5-10

203

6-0

5-11
8-0
5-10
5-8
5-11
8-4
5-11
5-11
6-1
5-11
6-2
5-10
6-1
5-10
5-11
6-5
5-11
6-0
5-11
6-1
S-0
6-1
5-9

210
184
199
220
184
166
227
230
235
190
231
212
245
213
175
205
260
289
188
266
284
225
237
164
205
222
160
217
189
185
166
201
174
315
252
192
252
170
228
166
220
185
183
250
174
170
182
195
166
220
196

Yr.
Sr
So
Fr
Jr
Fr
Sr
Jr
Fr

Pos.
p
PK
DB
FB
TE
RB
WR
TE
So FB
Jr OG
Sr DB
So DL
Fr LB
Fr c
Fr LB
Fr DB
Fr DL
Fr OT
Fr DL
Jr WR
So OT
Jr OT
Fr DL
So DL
Jr CB
Jr c
Fr TE
Fr WR
Fr RB
Fr RB
Jr RB
So DB
Jr RB
Fr CB
So OL
Jr OL
So RB
Sr DL
Fr DB
Fr LB
Jr CB
Sr LB
So DB
Jr PK
Fr OL
Jr CB
So WR
So QB
Fr DB
Fr DB
Sr LB
So WR

Hometown
TdusvUle
St. Petersburg
Baln bridge, GA
W. Palm Beach
Jacksonllllle
Lehigh Acres
Ormond Beach
Winter Pail<
Or1ando
MiaITi
Tltusvllle
Or1ando
Longwood
Jacl(sonvllle
Tarpon Springs
MlaITi
Fl Lauderdale
Or1ando
MlaITi
W. Palm Beach
Mlam
Norman, OK
Cooper City
Seminole
Winer Haven
Galesburg, IL
Glen Cove, NY
MlaITi
Avon Park
Longwood
Orlando
Jacksonville
Westtleld, NJ
Mlam
Middlesboro, KY
T~

Albany, GA
Jacksonville
Daytona Beach
Inverness
Vaparaiso
Melbourne
Anchorage, AK
Tampa
Bradenton
Ormond Beach
Jacksonville
St. Pete. Beach
St. Pete. Beach
Merritt Island
Gainesville
Miami

Steve Jones
Jon Jordan
Gordon King
Bob Knott
Jason Kotar
chat las Laipply
Greg Lanion
Matt LePaln
Robert Llnd&ey
Matt Lyans
Parnell McCal
Eric Maddox
Craig Marsden
Glenn Marsh
Angel Mesa
Bustet Mills
John Moore
D. Nelson
David Noone
John Osborne
Bobby Palfrey
G.T. Parris
Travis Peeples
James Quinlan
Roger Ranney
Dwayne Richardson
Jimmie Roberts
Shantel Roundtree
Russ Salerno
Jason Sams
Doug Schoen
Ben Simmons
Biii Stewart
Mike Stuart
David Swift
Victor Taylor
RonThow
Jose Trujillo
Buddy Tucker
Joey Venice
Kirk Wiiey
Shane Wlllis
Bart Wood
Kevin Woodward
Chris Young

·

5-10
5· 11
6-1
6-2
6-1
6-1
6-2
5-11
6-4
6-4
64
6·2
6·2
5·11
S-10
6-1
6-5
6-2
6-0
6-5
6-1
6-2
6-1
6-3
5-11
6-1
5-10
5-10
6-1
5-11
6-2
8-0
5-11
8-7
5-11
5-11
5-9
5-10
6·2
6-0
6-1
5-10
6-2
6-3
6-2

156
195
255
220
211
249
245
216
252
242
268

175
235
191
188
269
279
207
196
211
252
185
180
200
171
235
160
172
176
169
220
208

197
205
258
208

190
207
280
307
209
184
258
206
224

So
Sr
So
Fr
Fr
Jr

WR
RB
OL
OL

Ol

OL
So Ol
Fr OL
Jr OL
Fr OL
Sr DL
Fr OB
Jr c
Sr Wr
Sr RB
Fr OG
Fr OT
Fr DL
Fr LB
Jr TE
Fr DL
Fr TE
Fr OB
Fr DL
Fr DB
Fr OT
Jr CB
So WR
So p
Fr DB
Fr OG
Fr LB
Jr LB
Fr WR
So OT
Fr LB
Fr DB
Jr LB
Fr OT
Fr DL
Jr LB
Jr QB
Jr OL
Fr PK
Fr TE

think."
Willis
completed
over sixty
percent of his
. passes last
season,
thanks in
part to the
gifted hands
of
junior
wide receiver
Sean Beckton.
Backing
up Willis is
Rudy Jones,
who
saw
some action
last
year
when Willis
went down
with an injury.
Filling the
spots of departed starters Arnell
Spencer and
Shantel Quarterback Shane Willis returns this year to lead the
Roundtree Knight offense. Willis passed for 2,926 yards last season.
will be junior
Teddy Coltrain and sophomore from Winter Park, as Osbourne's
backup.
Shawn Jefferson.
The overall feeling about the
As a true freshman starting
opposite Bernard Ford, Beckton quality of the offensive unit of the
1989 Knights expressed by both the
snagged fourty-one passes.
Beckton added 74 catches and a coaches and players is one of pure
whopping 1,030 receiving yards optimism.
If the Knights can find a way to
last year.
John Osbourne returns at tight avoid some of the damaging injuend where he caught 31 passes. ries, of which they have seen in the
After Osbourne, the position re- past, the officials may get tired from
mains question mark, with un- signaling so many UCF touchtested redshirt freshman P.J. Behr, downs.

a

Pennyn, PA
Waycros.6. GA
Winter Springs
Mlani
Winter Pail<
Port Chartone
Fl Mayors
Clearwator
St. Cloud
FL Lauderdale
Bunnen
Jacksonville
Melbourne
N. Ft. Myers
Orlando
Mlam
Fl Pl«oe
Daytona Beach
Orlando
MIUedgevftle, GA
Orlando
Vero Beach
MlaITi
North Miani
Or1ando
MlaITi
Melbourne
Archer
Or1ando
Jacksonvlll
Winier Park
Jacl(sonvllle
Seffner
Mlam
Apopka
Milledgeville, GA
Staten Island, NY
North Miami
Wiidwood
Key West
Daytona Beach
Lakeland
Sacramento, CA
Mlam
Oakland Park

to imnrov

THE UCF KNIOHIS:
DEFENSE

·.
Left
Conerback
· •Irvin
. •Brown

THE COACHES

Coaches: Coaolt-Gene McDowell. Offensive coordlantor. quarterbacl< coach-Mike Kruczek. Assistant head coach, offensive llne
coach-Paul Lounsberry. Asst. off. llne coach-Mike Messina. Runnlngback coach-Alan Gooch. Defensive coordinator, inside llnebacker coach-Rusty Russell. Outside linebacker coach, recruiting
coordinator-Charlie Hoffman. Receivers coach-Karl Dorell. Strength
coach-Dana Martin. Defensive bacl<fleld coach-Randy Romero. Defensive Line-Bob Shacke~ord.

UCF Football Preview
This special Cehtral Florida Future pull-out section can be kept as a
handy reference guid for the whole 1'989 season.
UCF Football Previewwas edited by Bill Foxworthy. It was designed
and produced by R. Scott Horner. The cover story, Playing for higher
stakes, was illustrated by Deborah Cunningham.
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Defensive coordinator asks

~ kicking

iule
cut distance

pl~yers

to hustle with consistency
started last season, providing experience in
the starting lineup.
The defensive line figures to be the strong
point of the defense. Grissom, at nose tackle,
anchors the line. Senior Parnell McCall and
junior Robert Lindsey flank him at the defensive end positions. Backing up the starting
three include Greg Larson and Chris Bordner.
"We have six or seven or eight guys who
can play," Russell said. "We hope we have
some depth."
Willie Britton and Robert Connor also figure to have an impact on the defensive line.
Connor, a junior transfer from Navarro
J.C. in Oklahoma, played briefly for Barry
Switzer at Oklahoma.
"He could be a big plus ifhe's as good as his
reputation," McDowell commented.
Even without Bogan, the linebacking appears strong. Bill Stewart, who finished second in tackles with 100, returns at one of the
inside linebacking spots.
At the other inside position will be freshman Vic Taylor. Taylor impressed coaches
with his play since the spring practices.
Bobby Spitulski and Kirk Wiley man the
outside linebacker positions. Russell calls the
position "one of our strong points."
The inside linebacking is one question
mark of the defense. Aside from Stewart,
there is little experience.
The secondary returns three of four starters. Jimmy Roberts and Ray Irvin return at
the corners and Eric Buckley returns at
strong safety. Freshman Tim Johnson, talented but inexperienced, starts at free safety.
There is added depth in the secondary.
Last years third cornerback, John Harris,
may become the fifth after the play of freshmen Walter Gibson and Jesse Brown. At
saftey, freshman Shane Law and senior
Darryl Blanford provide the depth.
"A goal I like to enforce is to try to find a
way to win," Russell said. "Aim for perfection.
You don't always reach perfection, but as
coaches, we try to aim for and get them to aim
for it."

:arrasqullo
ORIDA FUTURE

iene•McDowell forcasts bet-

1 teams play to aid the
1 mp

to I-AA football this ·

~al teams add a true fresh1cekicker. Franco Grilla, a
i football and soccer at Piper
.o th'a placekicking for UCF.
~AA made a major rule
s year. Place kickers must
roal and extra points from
'instead of a tee. The change
cuts 10 yards from a
~tance.

ilie seem just as concerned
kicks.
;sed some extra points last
;ju t kills you. They should
itic offensive coordinator
l te'am coach Mike Kruczek
extra point can cost you a
~11

.

compete with several
eluding Blake Holton, who
1m last year's team.
.chs'have not picked a start" "It's a tight race between
mo and Kurt Aken for the
" cDoweU said. "We have
the stats of each kicker to
r the other. It's that close."
mo said, "We're both workget•the call. I've been riding
nd working with wights all
• stress the importance of
lillS. "We had two special
s cost us games last year,"
aid. One punt was blocked
~w i aven and and one was
ainst Liberty. So we need

"

Inside linbacker Bill Stewart and outside linebcker Jose Trujillo (48) converge to make a tackle
in the Knight's preseason practices.

by Roy Fuoco
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The Knight defense will be under the
guidence of a new coach this year and he asks
just one thing from them-that they hustle
all the time.
The defense has pleased him so far. Head
coach Gene McDowell said the biggest improvement in the defense this year is their
aggessiveness.
"The defense is more aggressive than last
year," McDowell said. "It's partially Rusty's
personality and partially experience."
Rusty is new defensive coordinator Rusty
Russell. A 1976 University of Georgia gradu-

ate, Russell replaces Bruce Bennett. He
comes from Valdosta State where he held a
similar position.
"Both are good coaches, but Coach Russell
is a little bit more wild. He wants more
pursuit," nose tackle Mike Grissom said.
Last year's defense often came up with big
plays but lacked consistency.
"If your not going to be consistent, your not
going to be good," Russell said. "We have to
have the ability to be consistent. Then someone will step up and make the big play.
"Our greastest defensive strength is we
don't have a weak spot. That is often better
than being real strong in one area."
The defense returns eight players who

UCF FACTS

h Chart

SPECIALISTS
Punter
•Aken
•Salerno

Place Kicker
•Grilla
•Sutton

·

Coach: Gene McDowell (5th
year, 25-21)
Affiliations: Independent,
NCAA I-AA
Last year's record: 6-5
Basic offense: Pro-set
Basic defense: "50"
Lettermen: 36returning, 7 lost.
Top returnees: QB Shane Willis
(5-10, 184), FB Perry Balasis (5-9,
203), TB Gil Barnes (5-7, 184), WR
Sean Beckton (5-11, 166), TE John
Osborne (6-5, 211), OT Alex Goforth
(6-4, 315), C Craig Marsden (6-2,
250), DT Parnell McCall (6-4, 268).
Newcomers to watch: RB Willie English (6-0, 21 7), PK Franco
Grilla, DB Tim Johnson (6-1, 195),
DT Robert Connor (6-4, 284), DL
Willie Britton (6-2, 245), LB Victor
Taylor (5-11, 208), OL Joey Venice
(6-0, 307).
Intangibles:
Leadership.
McDowell lists Mike Grisson, Jon
Jordan and Gil Barnes as solid leaders. Motivation. With no playoffs to
aim for, UCF will have to play for the
pride of a good record. Depth. Injuries may not be as costly since there
are good backups for most positions.
Experience. The team returns essentially intact from last year's
squad.
Key games: Georgia Southern,
Liberty and Eastern Kentucky. UCF
plays them in succession, and they
are all I-AA teams. Ga. Southern
and E. Kentucky are I-AA top 10
teams. Victories against these foes
could send UCF into the I-AA polls
next year.
Radio: WUCF-FM (89.9),
WDBO-AM (58).
Television: CableVision of Central Florida (access chanel), Live.
Our Horne Team, WFrV Ch. 9.
Sunday, 11 :30 a.m.
Predicted finish: 8-2.

Knights Football
1989 Schedule
DATE

OPPONENT

Sep. i
Sep. 9
Sep. 16
Sep. 23
Sep 30

Bethune Cookman
Valdosta State
at Troy State
Newberry
at North Alabama
Oct 7
E. Tennessee State
Oct. 21 at Georgia Southern
Oct. 28 Liberty -nomecomlng
Nov. 11 Eastern Kentucky
Nov. 18 Texas Southern

TIME
7:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
8:00 p.m .
7:00 p.m.
8:00 p.m.
1 :30 p.m.
1:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.

Home games are in bold type.

THE OPPONENTS ·
Bethune-Cookman College
This annual game features UCF's
intra-state rival. It is the ninth
meeting between the teams. The
series is even, with BCC winning the
first four games, and UCF the last
four. Former Miami Dolphins offensive lineman Larry Little coaches
the Wildcats. Special teams and
trick plays helped UCF to its victories in the past few meetings.
Valdosta St.
Could be a big rematch. Last year,
the Knights played at VSU's homecoming and were trounced, 45-19.
The Blazers sacked UCF's quarterbacks eight times and racked up 506
yards of offense. UCF entered the
game 6-1 and then lost its remaining
three games of the year.

lost to UCF and finished 6-4.

Newberry
The two teams have never met.
Newberry is an NAIA school. The
Indians are from South Carolina.

North Alabama
The Knights beat North Alabama
35-33 last year in the final minute of
the game. Linebacker Wyatt Bogan
caused the North Alabama quarterback to fumble. UCF recovered and
Travis Allen kicked a 32 yard field
goal with two seconds remaining.
The Lions should have last year's
heartbreaking loss to UCF on its
mind for the rematch.

East Tennessee State
The Knights beat the Buccaneers on
the road last year, 23-17. It was one
of few on-the-road victories for the
Knights in recent years. The Buccaneers were 3-8 last year and play on
natural turf under a domed stadium.
Oct. 21, at Georgia Southern
The Eagles lead the series, 6-1, including the last five meetings. Georgia Southern racked up 294 yards
rushing against UCF last year. A
victory over GSU would signify a
substantial improvement in UCFs
game.

Liberty (Homecoming)
The Flames should not be a pushover Homecomingfoe. UCF won the
first meeting between the teams in
1987, 42-21 at home. Last year, UCF
lost at Liberty in a steady rain and
on a muddy field. Former NFL coach
Sam Rutigliano begins his first year
as coach of the Flames.

Troy State

Eastern Kentucky

The Trojans beat the Knights in the
1987 Div. II playoffs. In 1988, UCF
sought revenge and beat Troy St. in
front of 32,000 fans. UCF travels to
Troy State this time and the Trojans
will probably have last yea,r's game
on tbeir minds.The Trojans were
ranked number one in Div. II for over
a year until the loss to UCF. TSU
won its first two games ofl 988, then

The Colonels have beaten UCFin all
six of their meetings. The Knights
played the Colonels close last yearthey led EKU into the fourth quarter- but lost 42-44???
Texas Southern
This appears to be the easiest game
on the schedule. Texas Southern
was a last minute addition and went
0-11 in '88. The teams have not met.
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